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Oasis 40M
exterior concept

From their Beaulieu studios, in the magnificent New Forest on the south coast 
of England, RWD has been creating distinctive and original yachts since 1993.
Their award-winning work has earned RWD a world-leading reputation 
for elegantly detailed design.
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Smartness,
the Benett i way.
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OASIS 40M
Optional thalasso therapy pool



OASIS 40M
Upper deck bow





OASIS 40M
Sun deck



OASIS 40M
Upper deck aft



Oasis 40M
interior concept

Italian born Enrico Bonetti and British born Dominic Kozerski founded their office in New York in 2000.
By applying their European approach to projects for leading tastemakers such as Ian Schrager,
Andre Balazs, Donna Karan and Diego Della Valle, the duo strives to create spaces that possess
an aesthetic of understated luxury and warm modernism.
The effortlessness they bring to each project is reflective of their calm, low impact approach and desire 
to streamline the design process. They view each project as a collaboration, helping to realize the client’s 
goals while always striving to bring something unexpected to the process; Enrico and Dominic always try 
to think holistically - from the small scale to the large, and back again; from details and furniture to the 
overall rhythm of spaces and volumes, often using the selection of materials as the link. As a collaborative 
design team, they look to each other to keep every design edited and the overall goal vision clear.
Bonetti/Kozerski is located in the heart of SoHo and has a staff of 18. Recent projects include
a new concept store for Tod’s in New York’s Hudson Yards; a private compound of five houses on the 
island of Parrot Key (Turks and Caicos) for fashion designer Donna Karan; residential buildings in Malibu,
Hong Kong and Beijing as well as commercial and residential projects in New York City.
The firm also completed the first campus of the new global independent school network, Avenues,
in Chelsea beneath the High Line. Bonetti/Kozerski is currently working on a new, ground up building
for Pace Gallery in Manhattan.

bonetti / kozerski architecture



OASIS 40M
Inside your OASIS



OASIS 40M
Main deck saloon



BUCCI?

OASIS 40M
Main deck saloon | Customized configuration



OASIS 40M
Main deck saloon | Customized configuration
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Main deck saloon | Customized configuration
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Main deck saloon
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Main deck saloon



OASIS 40M
Main deck saloon



OASIS 40M
Main deck master cabin



OASIS 40M
Main deck master cabin, living



OASIS 40M 
Main deck master cabin, living



OASIS 40M
Main deck master bathroom



OASIS 40M
Main deck master cabin | Customized configuration



OASIS 40M 
Main deck master cabin, living | Customized configuration



OASIS 40M 
Main deck master cabin, living | Customized configuration



OASIS 40M
Main deck master bathroom | Customized configuration



OASIS 40M
Upper deck skylounge



OASIS 40M
Upper deck skylounge



OASIS 40M
Lower deck VIP cabin



OASIS 40M
Lower deck VIP bathroom



OASIS 40M
Main technical data

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL GRP

LENGTH OVERALL (LOA) 40.8 mt / 133' 11" ft 

MAXIMUM BEAM 8.5 mt / 27' 11" ft 

MAXIMUM DRAFT 2.14 mt / 7’ 0” ft

FULL LOAD DISPLACEMENT 310 tons

FUEL CAPACITY 45,000 l / 11,890 US gals

FRESH WATER CAPACITY 8,000 l / 2,114 US gals

MAIN ENGINES 2 x MAN 12 - V 1,400, of 1029 kW (1,400 mHP) @ 2,300 rpm each

MAX SPEED 16 Knots

RANGE @ 11 Knots 4,000 Nautical Miles

GENERATORS 2 x Kohler® EFOZDJ 400 V ac / 3 ph / 50 Hz / 100 kW

BOW THRUSTER Electrical system / 65 kW / 400 V ac / 3 ph / 50 Hz 

STABILIZERS Fins stabilization underway and at anchor

PROPELLERS 2 x four or five nickel – aluminium – bronze blade and hub

EXTERIOR STYLING & CONCEPT RWD

INTERIOR DESIGN Benetti Interior Style Department- Bonetti / Kozerski Architecture D.P.C.

ACCOMMODATION FOR OWNER & GUESTS 10 Persons 5 Cabins

ACCOMMODATION FOR CREW 7 Persons 5 Cabins (Pleasure)

8 Persons in 5 Cabins (Comm.)

CLASSIFICATION RINA rules for classification of pleasure yachts C @ HULL • MACH Y

BUILDER
Benetti Shipyard Via M. Coppino, 104 Viareggio (Lucca) - Italy
P +39 05843821 sales@benettiyachts.it - benettiyachts.it



OASIS 40M
Sun deck | Proposed configuration

Sun deck | Customized configurations

SUN DECK AFT OPTION SUN DECK FWD OPTION



OASIS 40M
Upper deck | Proposed configuration

Upper deck | Customized configurations



OASIS 40M
Main deck | Proposed configuration

Main deck | Customized configurations



OASIS 40M
Main deck | Proposed configuration

Main deck | Customized configurations



OASIS 40M
Lower deck | Proposed configuration

Lower deck | Customized configurations
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This brochure shall not constitute in any circumstance whatsoever any offer by the shipyard to any person or be incorporated into any contract. Any and all information contained in this brochure, including without limitation 
all technical data, performance, illustrations and drawings, are just a rough guide and they are not contractual and refer to standard models of motor yachts built by the shipyard and have been updated by the shipyards 
as of the date of issue of the brochure. Therefore the only indications binding on the seller are contained solely in the sale agreement and in the relevant specific manual. This brochure is based on information available 
at the date of issue. Notwithstanding all efforts to ensure accuracy, the information contained in the brochure may not cover all details, technical-commercial changes subsequent to the date of issue, nor accurately 
foresee or report all possible scenarios. 
Displays, photos, schemes, designs or examples contained in this brochure are solely and exclusively reproduced to highlight the information contained. Due to the different characteristics of each yacht, the shipyard 
declines any and all liability for any use thereof on the basis of the information contained in this brochure.

Concept & Design by Dolci Advertising
Print by Arti Grafiche Parini

Benetti SpA via M. Coppino, 104 - Viareggio (Lucca) Italy - Phone +39 05843821 sales@benettiyachts.it - benettiyachts.it

https://www.yachtsroyal.com
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